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Abstract:
The craze of Android mobile phones is increasing rapidly and now-a-days Android mobile phones
is almost in everyday pocket. Images are very useful in our day-to-day life .So , The number of images are
available in the smart-phones. So, if we want to retrieve one specific image by text based image retrieval
system. Then we will provide text as a input but text cannot properly match with database image. To
overcome this drawback we have come up with an idea to make an android app in which image retrieval is
carried out according to the image contents, means using content based image retrieval(CBIR).In CBIR
image will be retrieve either by using color feature or by texture feature. The user simply has to give query
image as input. The image which is in database feature of that images are extracted and compare with
feature of query image. If feature is matched then image will be retrieved successfully. This application
will be very useful to retrieve image in Android phones.
Keywords — CBIR,Image Retrival,Feature matching.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Image source is very famous and important
in today's world. Now a day’s lots of digital images
are produced and utilized in different services,
where the main focus on providing retrieval
functionality. If we search for any particular image
in the available data it is very big problem to users.
It is very difficult to control and manage that data.
Image contain different feature to work with that
different feature it is very difficult task. Initially for
retrieve the image text based feature was used.This
text based feature introduce in 1970s.But there is
problem with that system. Text can not describe the
whole image in single word or single image can
describe thousands of word.
Then color based feature was used. But there
was also problem. If image contain same attribute
but color is different then matching is not
provided.To overcome this problem we propose
image extraction using color and texture feature
using CBIR method.This CBIR introduce in 1980s.
The goal of CBIR system is to help users in
retrieving related images based on their similarity
feature. In which first we give query image to the
system after that features of query image as well as
features of database image are extracted on same
time. Then features matching are done. If features
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are matched then image will retrieved successfully.
A hybrid approach employing texture and colour
feature is investigated. A modified approach for
performing texture based feature extraction by gray
level co-occurrence matrix and color based feature
extraction by color co-occurrence vector.The
Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) technique
uses image content to search and retrieve images.
Content-based image retrieval systems were
introduced to overcome the problems associated
with text-based image retrieval. Content based
image retrieval techniques used for retrieving
semantically-relevant images from the database by
automatically-derived image features. The main
goal of CBIR system is to improve the efficiency
during image indexing and retrieval, thereby
reducing the need for human intervention in the
indexing process. Nowadays the mobile phone
becoming more popular for communication purpose.
It not only used for call services but also used for
internet and other user based applications like
games, maps, calendar, clock, and other multimedia
based services. Android was developed by members
of the Open Handset Alliance . Android is the first
open source and free platform for mobile .The Open
Handset Alliance is a group of over 40 companies,
including Google, ASUS, Garmin, HTC . 4
Emulator .The Android SDK includes a virtual
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mobile device emulator that runs on the computer. Depeursinge, Samuel Duc, Ivan Eggel, and
Android applications can be tested without using a Henning Muller) In which there is a use of images
physical device by Android emulator.
in clinical practices. Images are used in clinical
practices for diagnosis, treatment planning or
II. IMPLEMENTATION
screening. In this clinical practices there is a visual
An important feature of an image is texture. To as well as textual retrieval. But if we use only visual
describe the texture of the region three approach are retrieval or only textual retrieval then it not give
used in image processing these are statistical, optimize performance for image retrieval system.
structural and spectral. Statistical approaches Then there is medsearch mobile comes in picture.
specify the characterization of the textures by Medsearch mobile has a ability to give information
smooth, coarse, grainy, and silky and so on. The access and increase quality of patient care in clinic.
common second order statistic is gray level co- Mobile access will not replace regular consultations
occurrence matrix. Gray Level Co-Occurrence on desktop pc’s and papers.[1]
Matrix (GLCM) and Color Co-Occurrence Matrix
We have studied the paper “Bi-level
(CCM) are most commonly used statistical classification of color indexed image histograms
approaches to extract the texture feature of an for content based image retrievals” (Vilvanathan,
image. The Entropy measures randomness of K. and R. Rangaswamy) This paper proposes
intensity distribution , Amount of local variation in content based image classification and regression
the images called Contrast. Image intensity tree(CART). This image classification can be
measures the correlation. Homogeneity measures textual or content based feature dataset can be
the closeness of the distribution. Gray level co- feature based index that represent the whole image
occurrence matrix most commonly used statistical data in most simplified format. This feature can be
approach to extract texture feature of an image, reflect all the content of image, for that purpose we
such as energy, entropy, inertia and uniformity.
can use the indexed image histogram. In that for
matching the input image feature with the store
features of image dataset , in that simple Euclidean
distance used as a distance metric. In this for
constructing decision tree system used color
indexed histogram with the wavelet features.[2]
Again we have studied paper “A Survey on
Feature based Image Retrieval” (Komal V. Aher,
S. B. Waykar )Content based image retrieval is one
method used to retrieve the image based on the
features like color, texture and shape from the large
image datasets. In early days, to find image, text
based image retrieval technique were used but that
was not applied for large databases. So now a days
the content based image retrieval is increasing fast .
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of this system To gain more knowledge about the particular
in this first we give query image from mobile phone subject survey of this method was very important.
then features(color and texture)extractions perform In this paper first we studied classification of
on query image same procedure is done with images, after that architecture of content based
database image base on similarity matching result image retrieval system and then its applications.
And in this survey discuss about the features like
will retrieve.
color, texture and shape with methods.[3]
We studied paper“Wavelet Based Content
III.
LITERATURE SURVEY
We have studied the paper “Mobile Medical Based Image Retrieval Using Color and Texture
Visual
Information
Retrieval”.
(Adrien Feature Extraction by Gray Level Cooccurrence
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Matrix And Color Cooccurrence Matrix”
(Jeyanthi Prabhu & Jawahar Senthil Kumar)“In
wavelet based method query image pixel is
compared with the database image pixel. If the
pixel of image is not match then database image is
get scale to match the pixel. Then gray level Cooccurrence matrix is used to find out which image
is containing exact pixel matching. Depending on
which image is providing exact pixel matching
result of matching is provided. But drawback of this
system is image is compared by scaling means
actual size is not maintained.[4]
Lastly we refer“Automatic System for ImageBased Information Retrieval in Mobile Devices”
(Prof.Suvarna Nandyal1, Sharda kadganchi)
In this paper deals with image information is
retrieved on mobile using online application from
server and client. Information is retrieved system is
operate a mobile phone. Users send the query image
from client to server. Then we get the information
about this query image within few second into
using wireless connection network. Query image
feature compared with similarity using Euclidian
distance. This paper based distance recognized is
generated. Similar image is downloading in mobile
at server side and retrieved the image is depends on
size of query image.[5]

Information Retrieval”, IEEE Trans. Inf. Technol.
Biomed., vol. 16, no. 1, pp. 53-61.
[2] Vilvanathan, K. and R. Rangaswamy, 2013,
“Bi-level classification of color indexed image
histograms
for
content
based
image
retrievals”,J.Comput.Sci.,9:343-349.DOI:10.3844.
[3] Komal V. Aher, S. B. Waykar C,2014,“A
Survey on Feature based Image Retrieval”,Journal
of Computer Science.
[4] Jeyanthi Prabhu & Jawahar Senthil
Kumar.,2014,“Wavelet Based Content Based Image
Retrieval Using Color and Texture Feature
Extraction by Gray Level Cooccurrence Matrix And
Color Cooccurrence Matrix”,Journal of Computer
Science, 1549-3636.
[5] Prof.Suvarna Nandyal1, Sharda kadganchi
2013,“Automatic
System
for
Image-Based
Information Retrieval in Mobile Devices”,
Computer Science, PDA College of Engineering,
Gulbarga, Karnataka, India.

IV.
CONCLUSIONS
We proposed algorithm for content based image
retrieval for Android mobile environment. The
image retrieval based on color histogram technique,
and integrated color and texture feature extraction
using gray level color co-occurrence techniques are
compared. Performance of precision values is given
in the above table 1. Euclidean distance measure s
used as a classifier to find the similarity. Genetic
algorithm used to index the retrieved image. Our
experiments show the integrated method of color
and texture is giving better results than the single
color image retrieval. It can also give good result in
Android mobile operating system.
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